into treating computer-generated actions as if they originate from a human. This is an important practical problem because failure to make this distinction may mean malicious programs can register millions of fake identities on an email system for purposes of sending phishing c email messages or making comments on social media Web pages. One reason this is now a serious matter is that such programs (called "bots") are being used to distort news and social media to trick humans into accepting false information ("fake news") as true or simply reinforcing incorrect or biased beliefs through confirmation bias and "echo chamber" effects. Of course, bots can also be used to launch denial-of-service attacks or to pollute crowdsourcing systems. The technical challenge is that a computer program may be hard-pressed to distinguish between input from a human or from a computer because the same paths and media are used to carry the input.
On the other hand, increasingly difficult CAPTCHA practices can drive humans crazy. "Which pictures do NOT contain traffic signs?" "Confirm this statement, 'there are no images or partial images of automobiles in this set of pictures.'" Humans may justifiably want to throw their computers through the nearest window when poorly executed CAPTCHAs prevent them from legitimately accessing online services.
c Messages intended to fool a human user into clicking on a hyperlink leading to the ingestion of malware into the user's computer or smartphone or taking an action such as sending money to the account of a person committing a fraud. successfully respond with the correct alphanumeric string while a computer program, interacting with the same image will not succeed. There are other variations, for example, in which an image of an equation is displayed and the solution to the equation must be entered in response. Assuming the image is just a set of pixels, the challenge for the computer program trying to appear human is to correctly identify the equation and solve it.
Much has been written about the increasingly sophisticated ability of computer programs to pass the CAPTCHA tests or a variation in which the program sends the image to a human on the Internet who is given some benefit or payment for solving the problem, which is then relayed by the imitating program to the computer program running the CAPTCHA test. This is not merely an amusing game. As computer programs have grown capable of more sophisticated behavior, they are being used to emulate humans to fool less-sophisticated programs 
